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Abstract—This paper presented a new similarity method to 
improve the accuracy of traditional Collaborative Filtering (CF) 
method under sparse data issue. CF provides the user with items, 
that what they need, based on analyses the preferences of users 
who have a strong correlation to him/her preference. However, 
the accuracy is influencing by the method that use to find 
neighbors. Pearson correlation coefficient and Cosine measures, 
as the most widely used methods, depending on the rating of only 
co-rated items to find the correlations between users. 
Consequently, these methods have lack of ability in addressing the 
sparsity. This paper presented a new proposed similarity method 
based on the global user preference to address the sparsity issue 
and improve the accuracy of recommendation. Thus, the novelty 
of this method is the ability to solve the similarity issue with a 
capability of finding the relationship among non-correlated users. 
Furthermore, to determine the right neighbors during the process 
of computing the similarity between a pair of users, the developed 
method considered two main factors (fairness and proportion of 
co-rated). The MovieLens 100K benchmark dataset is used to 
evaluate the developed method accuracy. The experiments’ result 
showed that the accuracy of the developed method is improved 
compared to the traditional CF similarity methods using a specific 
common CF evaluation metrics. 
Keywords—Recommendation system; collaborative filtering; 
similarity method; data sparsity 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, information overload is a big challenge suffered 
by people in their daily life. Therefore, to make their decisions 
to filter information, they tend to ask friends, scan newspapers, 
follow advertising, and so forth. This may help them to 
alleviate this issue [1]. However, the information available on 
the Internet is still growing daily in a tremendous amount 
which is progressively becoming a big challenge in people’s 
daily life. This motivates researchers to automate the 
recommendation way to assist users to address these 
challenges. The Recommender System (RS) can suggest a set 
of items that may be related to their favorites, among the 
tremendous amount of data available [2]-[16]. RS is worked by 
creating the target user’s profile preference and matching it 
with other users’ profiles preferences in the database to locate 
his/her similar users. 
Moreover, the RS can be classified into three approaches, 
based on the state-of-the-art in recommender systems, which 
are Content-based (CB), Collaborative Filtering (CF) and 
Hybrid approaches [6], [8], [17]-[24]. CF is one of the most 
successful methods used to provide service of 
recommendation. It proposes the items based on the analysis 
the feedback provided by the users [3], [25]-[28]. Moreover, 
CF can be grouped into two main models: model-based and 
memory-based models [1], [29]. Where model-based need to 
build a model that will be used later to predict what the users 
will be preferred. Whereas, the pre-built model in memory-
based not required. The correlations between the users/items 
are calculated directly based on the feedback provided by the 
users. This correlation can be computed in space of users (user-
based) or items (item-based) [1], [8], [30]. 
In general, the main idea behind CF is that the users who 
have similar preferences in the past they will share similar 
preferences in the future [31]. Consequently, finding the 
nearest neighbors is the critical phase in the CF approach. 
Therefore, the similarity method in the CF is fundamental to its 
performance. In the existing methods, there are several 
proposed methods, such as Pearson’s Correlation (PCC), 
Cosine, their derivatives methods and others [32]. However, 
providing high-quality recommendations to users with whom 
the system does not have enough information about their 
preferences is a key challenge faced by the CF system. Since 
most users do not rate enough number of items in the database, 
then the user-item rating matrix will be usually sparse [2], [19], 
[33]-[44]. As a result, finding the correlation among users who 
have a small number of ratings will be a problem that might 
lead to locating unsuccessful neighbors and in turn lead to 
weak recommendations. Moreover, there is still a room for the 
development of recommendation accuracy, as well as the 
similarity methods in locating the accurate neighbors. 
Therefore, the primary goal of this paper is to developed a 
new similarity CF method to enhance the recommendation in 
term of accuracy. This developed method will be reliant on the 
global preferences to address the issue of data sparsity. 
Disparate the traditional similarity methods that depend on the 
ratings. The developed method builds users’ profile 
preferences by adopting the item types more than rating data. 
In addition, the new similarity measure considered two main 
factors. First one is the proportion of the number of items rated 
by the target user to the number of items taken by both users. It 
is taken into account to ensure the fairness when calculating the 
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correlations between a pair of users. The correlation weight 
between the pair of users should be increased as the number of 
ratings for each of them is close and vice versa. The second 
one, to devalue the correlation value when the number of co-
rated items is small the percentage of common items is 
considered. Several experiments will be contacted on 
MovieLens benchmark datasets to evaluate the developed 
method. 
The structure of the remainder of this work is as follows: 
Literature review is discussed in Section 2. The developed 
similarity method and its phases are presented in Section 3. In 
Section 4, the evaluation process and experimental results are 
discussed. This paper is concluded in Section 5. 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Due to the similarity measures have a significant effect on 
the quality of recommendations several developments on the 
similarity methods have been done. For example, in [45], the 
contextual information is used to improve the traditional 
similarity methods via analyzing the singularity of user ratings. 
The researchers classified the ratings into positive and non-
positive. Next, calculate the singularity of each user and item in 
the database. Finally, they combined the singularity values 
with actual ratings to calculate the similarity weight between 
users. Their philosophy says that “if 95% of users voted 
positively for the item, the similarity derived (for this item) 
between two users who belong to the 5% (very singular) must 
be greater than the similarity derived between two users who 
belong to the 95% (not very singular)”. Moreover, in work 
[46], the authors developed new similarity method depends on 
the three types of significances: the significance of an item, the 
significance of each user in providing recommendations to 
other users and the significance of an item for a user. Then, 
according to these significances, the PCC and Cosine 
similarities methods are used. Choi and Suh [47] introduced a 
combination of traditional methods to give a new similarity 
method. It considered the correlation between the target item 
and each co-rated item in the process of computation similarity 
between users. Get a different set of neighbors with each 
different target item. They combined PCC, Cosine and 
Distance methods to compute the item and user correlation, 
respectively. Another improved similarity measure was 
presented by Mao and Cui in [48]. To solve the issue of data 
sparsity, the authors added impact factor to the traditional 
similarity measure. This impact factor, ε, represents the ratio of 
co-rated items by the pair of users. However, if they do not 
have common items, then the correlation value between them 
is zero. Moreover, Huang and Dai [49] proposed Weight 
Distance Model (WDM) to calculate the correlation between 
users. In this proposed method, the ratio of co-ratings and the 
similarity between a target item and each item in the co-rated 
set are considered. Additionally, a new weighting method takes 
into account the compromise factor was introduced in [50]. 
The compromise is the fraction of the number of common 
items on non-co-rated items. Nevertheless, there is still a 
drawback, may lead to low recommendations when the number 
of common not more enough. 
Other works improved similarity measures are introduced. 
Shunpan, Lin [51] introduced a singularity-based similarity 
measure. A pair of users should be having strong correlation if 
they rate items which are rated by only a few users compared 
to when they rate items which are rated by many users. Next, 
PCC is improved and used based on these singularity values. 
Moreover, the ratio of co-rated items is considered using 
adjusted Jaccard measure. Whereas, the authors in [52] 
proposed a new method for choosing neighbors depend on 
intersection and union neighborhood. Firstly, the neighbors are 
the ones who share same items of the target user. Secondly, the 
neighbors are the ones who share at least one item of the target 
user. However, all these measures still depend on common 
items when finding neighbors of a target user. Therefore, if 
there are no common items between a pair of users the 
similarity between them cannot be calculated and will be zero. 
Mahara [53] introduced a new combined similarity method 
to enhance the recommendation accuracy under data sparsity 
issue. This new method utilized Mean Measure of Divergence 
that takes into account the user’ rating behavior (low or high). 
The PCC, Jaccard and Measure of Divergence are combined to 
find the correlation between users. [54] is another example of a 
linear combination that combined PCC and Jaccard measures 
for web service recommendation. In addition, NWSM is a new 
weight similarity model proposed by Zang, Liu [55]. It 
considers the percentage of common rating (Jaccard), user 
rating preference (PCC), and the different contributions of 
other users to the target (mean and variance of the rating). Cao, 
Deng [56] used Bhattacharyya Coefficient (BC) to improve the 
similarity method to solve the issue of sparse data. Two main 
steps are adopted in this method. First, finding the nearest 
neighbors of items by calculating the CB similarity between 
two items and take the top N items to identify the 
neighborhood of the target item. Second, locating the nearest 
neighbors of users using the similarity method in [36]. 
Recently, some other methods in the improvement of 
similarity measures have been proposed. Koohi and Kiani [33] 
presented a new method based on the subspace clustering 
technique to address the problem of data sparsity and high 
dimensionality. The item space divided into three subspace 
Interested, Neither Interested nor Uninterested, and 
Uninterested. Next, based on these subspaces the correlations 
between users are calculated. Moreover, Bilge and Yargıç [57] 
to improve the multi-criteria CF accuracy, authors applied z-
score and decoupling normalization to overwhelm the negative 
effects of varying rating habits of users. Zhang and Yuan [43] 
improved similarity method by analyzing the shortcomings of 
traditional memory-based CF. In the improved method, the 
correlation between co-rated items and all items rated by the 
target user is considered. In the study [58], a new linear 
combination similarity method is proposed to overcome the 
issue of data sparsity. The global preferences, local context of 
the user behavior and proportion of common ratings between 
two users are considered based on PSS, Bhattacharya 
Coefficient, and Jaccard, respectively. 
From this quick discussion, almost every paper that has 
been discussed includes a different similarity method 
attempting to improve the recommendation accuracy. Overall, 
these studies highlight the importance of similarity measure in 
improving the recommendation accuracy. However, the 
process of similarity calculating among users in the most of 
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those measures depends on the co-rating. Therefore, the 
process of finding the relationship between a pair of users who 
do not have co-rating will be complicated. Moreover, most of 
the users do not have enough ratings. Therefore, the chance of 
users to have enough common items will be decreased. 
Consequently, the computation correlation will be more 
difficult and might lead to a fake relationship. 
III. PROPOSED SIMILARITY METHOD 
Some existing works related to improving similarity 
measure have been discussed in the previous section. 
Therefore, this section will start with a brief introduction about 
the motivation and assumptions of the proposed  method. Next 
subsection will present the global preference representation. 
Finally, the proposed  similarity method and prediction method 
will be presented. 
A. Motivation 
From related work section, we can note that the correlation 
between a pair of users in the most improved similarity 
methods depends on the PCC or Cosine measures which can be 
computed as shown in (1) and (2), respectively. 
 (   )    
∑ (       ̅)(       ̅)     
√∑ (       ̅)      √∑ (       )
 
     
 
 
(1) 
 
 (   )        
∑ (    )(    )   
√∑ (    ) ∑ (    )           
 
(2) 
Where  (   ) is the similarity between user   and user  , 
and      represents a set of items which rated by both users x 
and y. The symbols   ̅ and   ̅  symbolize the average rating of 
user x and y, respectively.      denotes to the rating value of the 
item i by the user x. 
Although those similarity methods have been proposed 
based on PCC and Cosine to improve the accuracy of 
recommendation, there are some shortcomings. First, the 
similarity calculation in most of those measures depends on the 
co-rating. Therefore, the similarity calculation will suffer when 
the user has few ratings. This reduces the chance of users to 
have common items, and then the computation correlation will 
be more difficult. Second, some users rate items randomly so it 
is not right to say that the rating value reflects their interest. 
This may lead to locating unsuccessful neighbors. Third, 
ignoring the proportion of common ratings and not considering 
absolute value also will lead to low accuracy. Next, ignoring 
the fairness factor, users who have the same number of rating 
items should have more strong correlation than others, through 
similarity calculation process also may come out with the fake 
relationship. Finally, the memory-based CF mechanisms still 
have an open room for enhancement in the accuracy of 
recommendations. Therefore, the researcher going to develop 
new similarity method depends on global preferences. The next 
subsection explains how the rating matrix utilized to present 
global preference of users. 
B. Global Preference Presentation 
Typically, in common CF, the rating value usually 
represents the degree of preference of a user on an item. 
Whereas, in this paper, the proposed method utilized the type 
of items to express this preference. Three main steps to build 
the global preferences profile will be expressed. In this case, 
the MovieLens dataset is used to explain these steps. The 
MovieLens dataset has 18 types of movie such as action, 
crime, comedy, documentary, etc. Each movie can be 
belonging at least to one or more types. All ratings of users on 
movies are utilized to build their global preferences. This 
process passes through three sub-processes as shown in Fig. 1, 
which are presented as follow: 
User-item matrix: we defined U to represent a set of n users 
in the dataset, and I is a set of m items that are rated within the 
interval [Min, …, Max]. The rows indicate the vector ratings of 
users. Likewise, the columns indicate the item’ ratings. 
Therefore, the cells intersection will be filled by       values that 
symbolizes the rating of user i on item j where the absence of 
ratings will be symbolled by the symbol *. 
Frequent rating matrix: let’s assume the following 
hypothesis. In e-commerce, the users purchase their 
commodity based on the type of color, style, brand, etc. 
Therefore, we can say that their preferences may be 
represented depend on this behavior (type of their purchases). 
Similarly, MovieLens domain is classified into 18 types. Thus, 
the users who like to watch documentary movies will prefer to 
watch this type more than the others. To explain this step, we 
assume that   ⃗⃗⃗  is a vector represents the types’ information of 
an movie  j, where   ⃗⃗⃗  (  
    
      
         
    
  ). 
The    vector indicates the types of movies in the dataset, where 
   (                    )  and k is the total number of 
types of movies in that dataset. Where , the value of   
 
 will be 
equal to 1 if the item j belongs to the g
th
 category and 0 if it is 
otherwise. The frequent matrix values will be represented by 
    that represents the number of movies rated by user i and 
belongs to type g
th
. The     value can be counted using 
    ∑   
      . Where,    is the set of movies chosen by user i 
and    
 
 denotes the information value of movie j that belongs 
to g
th
 category i. 
Normalization matrix: normalizing the frequent matrix to 
transform the rating count value into ratio value between zero 
and one. The normalization will be done to preserve the 
standardization in the process of compare. The normalized 
values will be utilized to represent the global preference of 
users which are used as inputs in the calculation of similarity 
process. For example, If the   ⃗⃗   vector represents the category 
information of user i where 
  ⃗⃗    (                             ), Therefore, the 
preferences of users on each category presented in the vector 
space model by a user-type normalization matrix,. Where the 
normalized value,     is the percentage preference of user i on 
type g which can be calculated using     
   
∑    
 
   
, Where k 
is the number of item types in the database. Next, the 
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normalized matrix will be used as a main input to defined the developed similarity measure. 
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Fig. 1. Global preference presentation.
C. User Similarity Measurement based on the Global 
Preference 
The similarity measure is required to calculate the 
correlation between a pair of users. In this work, the PCC and 
Cos will be adjusted and adopted based on the normalized 
matrix data and fairness and co-rated proportion factors, 
respectively. First, adopting fairness factor to the proposed 
similarity measure makes it more accurate. The correlation 
between a pair of users who has a close number of ratings 
should be stronger than the others. In this study, the fairness 
factor can be defined as the proportion of the number of items 
rated by the target user to the number of items taken by both 
users. For example, let u is the target user and      is the set of 
items rated by u. Moreover, v is the compared user, where      
is the set of items rated by him/her. Therefore, the fairness 
factor (  ) of each user can be defined as per (3) below: 
  (   )  
    
       
  , and   (   )  
    
       
 (3) 
Where,   (   ) is the weight of fairness of user   
compare to user  , and   (   ) is the weight of fairness of 
user   compare to user  . 
Second, the proportion of co-rated items is also considered 
in the proposed measure. Further, if the similarity between 
user    (   )     (   ), for example, and users   and   
have more co-rated than users u and l. It is obvious that the 
   (   )  weight should be stronger than    (   ). The 
sigmoid function will be used to devalue the weight of 
similarity when the co-rating small as shown in (4). Where the 
denominator   will be utilized to limit the minimum size of co-
rated. If the size of the set of common items equal or bigger 
than the   threshold then the sigmoid weight would be bigger 
than 0.9 and vice versa. For example, if the   equalled to 1 and 
size of co-rated of a pair of users equaled to 0, then the sigmoid 
value would be 0.5. But, if the size of co-rated is more than 3, 
the sigmoid value would be bigger than 0.95. The sigmoid 
function (  ) can be computed as shown in (4). 
  (   )  
 
      ( 
|    |
 
)
    
(4) 
where   (   )    (   ) and |    | represents the set of 
co-rated items of users   and  . 
As in above mentioned, based on the global preference 
presented in the normalized matrix and to adopt the 
aforementioned factors, the similarity between the pair of users 
  and   can be defined as DPcc and DCos methods in (5) and 
(6), respectively. Where, DPcc and DCos represent the 
developed similarity measures based on PCC and Cosine, 
respectively. 
 (   )     
∑ (       (   )    ̅̅ ̅̅ ) (        (   )    ̅̅̅̅ )   
√∑ (       (   )    ̅̅ ̅̅ )    √∑ (        (   )    ̅̅̅̅ )    
    (   ) 
(5) 
 (   )     
∑ (       (   ))(        (   ))   
√∑ (       (   )) ∑ (        (   ))         
    (   ) 
(6) 
After the similarity measurement is formulated, the 
correlation between users in the database will be computed to 
determine the most similar users. The users who have highest 
weight similarity with the target user will be located as 
neighbors. The adjusted weighted method is used to compute 
the predictions score for the user   on each neighbors’ item. 
Equation (7) has been used to compute predictions. 
       ̅  
∑ (        (   )    ̅̅̅̅ )   (   )   
∑     (   )    
 
(7) 
Where,      is the prediction value for u about a specific 
item i, and N is the nearest neighbor of user u. 
In the final phase of this method, M-top items will be 
provided to the target user as a set of recommendation. 
User-item matrix Frequent type matrix Normalized   type matrix 
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IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION 
A. Dataset and Metrics 
Several experiments were contracted to evaluate the 
performance of proposed similarity method (DPcc and DCos). 
The MovieLens 100K dataset, as a public dataset available and 
widely used in the processes of CF system [33], was used in 
the process of evaluation. It includes 100,000 ratings provided 
by 943 users on 1,682 movies. Released in April 1998. The 
ratings were provided by users on a scale ranging from 1 to 5 
stars. The sparsity level of 100k is 93.7%. Moreover, a specific 
widely used evaluation metrics are used to test the proposed 
method. Which are the: Mean Absolute Error (MAE); Recall; 
Precision; and F-measure measurements. MAE is used to 
calculate the difference between the actual rating and the 
predicted rating by users in the test, see (8). While, the 
precision is the fraction of retrieved items in a recommendation 
list that the user would rate useful, see (9). Moreover, the recall 
is the fraction of relevant items that are retrieved to the relevant 
items see (10). F-measure metric is a combined metric of 
precision and recall, it gives different information, the 
weighted mean of precision and recall, compared to precision 
and recall, see (11). 
    
∑        
 
   
 
                                                              (8) 
( 
Where N represents the number of items that have been 
selected for the work test and rated by the target user, pi and ri 
are the predicted ratings and actual ratings for the item i, 
respectively. 
Table I illustrates the recommendation confusion matrix 
and how precision and recall metrics are defined relate to this 
matrix. 
TABLE I. RECOMMENDATION CONFUSION MATRIX 
 
Results in the test set 
Rated Unrated 
Recommendation 
Results 
Recommended 
True 
Positive 
(TP) 
False 
Positive 
(FP) 
Not recommended 
False 
Negative 
(FN) 
True 
Negative 
(TN) 
 
  
  
     
 
(9) 
  
  
     
 
(10) 
          
  (   )
(   )
 
(11) 
A. Experimental and Results 
In this section, the experimental results conducted on 
MovieLens datasets 100K will be reported. This dataset is 
divided randomly into two training set 80%, and testing set 
20% to show the proposed methods accuracy improvement. 
Regarding inputs parameters, the  , sigmoid function 
parameter, is tested with various values to identify the best 
value which was 9. Another main inputs they were the size of 
recommended items and neighbors. The number of 
recommended items were 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 and the final 
results are represented by averaging variation size of neighbors 
(10, 20, 30, 40 and 50) in terms of precision, recall, and F-
measure. The Pearson’s correlation (PCC), Cosine and 
Constrained Pearson Correlation Coefficient (CPCC) are used 
for comparison as most common traditional CF [43], [53], [58]. 
The “DPcc” and “DCos” denote to the results from our 
proposed methods based on Pearson’s correlation and Cosine 
methods, respectively. 
Fig. 2 illustrates the MAE rate of the proposed methods 
compare to PCC, Cosine, and CPCC. The size of neighbors 
was presented on a horizontal axis with variation in sizes, 
which are 30, 50, 70, 100, and 150. There is an improvement in 
the MAE rate when the number of neighbors increases. The 
MAE rate of proposed methods has notable enhancement. 
They have the lowest proportion of MAE; it is evident that the 
DPcc and DCos methods have the best accuracy in term of 
MAE. 
 
Fig. 2. Comparison of MAE with respect to the size of neighbors. 
Fig. ‎3 present the comparison of recall between PCC, 
Cosine, CPCC, and the proposed methods. In general, for all 
methods, the rate rose gradually to reach to the highest rate 
when the number of recommendations was 50. It can be 
observed that the recall rates of DPcc and DCos were the 
highest respect to all size of recommendation. To sum up, the 
recall rate improves as the number of recommended items 
increases. 
 
Fig. 3. Comparison of recall with respect to the size of recommendations. 
The graph in Fig. 4 gives comparative information about 
the precision rate for CF based on PCC, Cosine, CPCC, and the 
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proposed methods. At first glance, it is clear that the precision 
rate, for all methods, declines from the initial point, when the 
number of recommendations was 10, to reach to lowest value 
when the number of recommendations was 50. With regards to 
the proposed methods, it can be observed from the graph that 
the rate of precision was the highest compared to others. 
 
Fig. 4. Comparison of precision with respect to the size of recommendations. 
Fig. 5 shows the percentage of F-measure for CF using 
PCC, CPCC, Cosine, and the proposed similarity methods. It 
can be observed from the graph that, for all methods, there is a 
significant rise in the percentage of F-measure for all methods 
from the initial point when the sizes of recommended items 
were 10 to 30. However, after that, it rose slightly within the 
next two sizes of recommendations. As a conclusion, the F-
measure rate of CF-BSF is the best when compared to other 
methods PCC, Cosine and CPCC. Nevertheless, the F-measure 
rate of the proposed method was the overall highest as it can be 
seen in the figure. 
 
Fig. 5. Comparison of MAE with respect to the size of recommendations. 
V. CONCLUSION 
In CF method, locating the successful neighbors is an 
essential step in the improvement of recommendation 
accuracy. Thus, the critical step is how to develop an 
appropriate similarity measure. Several similarity methods in 
the state-of-the-art have been improved. However, most of 
them are still suffering from the negative impacts of sparsity 
data issue. Therefore, this work introduced a proposed 
similarity method utilized the global preferences of users to 
solve this issue. This global preference is inferred based on 
ratings of users to represent their preferences. Next, these 
preferences are used as input for the proposed similarity 
measure. Consequently, the correlation between a pair of users 
is calculated even they do not have common items. In addition, 
adopting two factors, fairness and proportion of co-rated items, 
in the proposed similarity to improve the accuracy of the 
recommendations has a positive effected as shown in the result. 
To conclude that, we can say, the problem of data sparsity is 
solved, and the accuracy is improved as shown in the 
experiments result. This result showed that the proposed 
method improved the accuracy when compared to the common 
traditional CF similarity methods using specific common 
evaluation metrics (MAE, Recall, Precision, and F-Measure). 
However, the only main limitation of this work is related to 
the type of the dataset that can be worked with.  The dataset 
that includes unclassified items will require pre-processing 
action before implementing it. The items classifications are 
needed to be revealed the dataset to meet the aspects of the 
proposed method. Therefore, the proposed method will be 
generalized to work on a different type and a larger size of 
datasets such as Netflix and 10M MovieLens through 
considering an accurate classification step. Moreover, the 
further research can be improved the accuracy of this proposed 
method by considering the factor of different degree of ratings 
of both users. Moreover, the singularity and significance also 
will be considered. 
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